Dynamic rheological comparison of silicones for podiatry applications.
This work shows an effective methodology to evaluate the dynamic viscoelastic behavior of silicones for application in podiatry. The aim is to characterize, compare their viscoelastic properties according to the dynamic stresses they can be presumably subjected when used in podiatry orthotic applications. These results provide a deeper insight which extends the previous creep-recovery results to the world of dynamic stresses developed in physical activity. In this context, it shoulod be taken into account that an orthoses can subjected to a set of static and dynamic shear and compressive forces. Two different podiatric silicones, Blanda-blanda and Master, from Herbitas, are characterized by dynamic rheological methods. Three kinds of rheological tests are considered: shear stress sweep, compression frequency sweep and shear frequency sweep, all the three with simultaneous control of the static force at three different levels. The static force represents a static load like that produced by the weight of a human body on a shoe insole. In a practical sense, dynamic stresses are related to physical activity and are needed to evaluate the frequency effect on the viscoelastic behavior of the material. It is considered that the dynamic stresses can be applied in compression and shear since, in practice, the way the stresses are applied in real life depends on the orthoses geometry and its exact location with respect to the foot and shoe. The effects of static and dynamic loads are individualized and compared to each other through the relations between the elastic constants for isotropic materials. The overall proposed experimental methodology can provide very insightful information for better selection of materials in podiatry applications. This study focuses on the rheological characterization to choose the right silicone for each podiatric application, taking into account the dynamic viscoelastic requirements associated to the physical activity of user. Accordingly, one soft and one hard silicones of common use in podiatry were tested. Each of the two silicones exhibit not only different moduli values, but also, a different kind of dependence of the dynamic moduli with respect to the static load. In the case of the soft sample a linear trend is observed but in the case of of the hard one the dependence is of the power law type. Moreover, these samples exhibit very different Poisson's coefficient values for compression stresses lower than 20 kPa, and almost the same values for stresses above 40 kPa. That different dependence of the Poisson's ratio on the static load should also be taken into account for material selection in customized podiatry applications, where static and dynamic loads are strongly dependent on the individual weight and activity.